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LIBERTINES LEAD NME AWARDS CHARGE
Let's hope they don't end up like the light brigade
FRIDAY 4 DEC 2015 14:22

Phoenix-like Libertines and Wolf Alice lead the charge for the NME Awards with Austin, Texas

(what does that mean??) with six nominations each. Fans voted in their thousands, which

means that, unlike the Oscars or North Korea, an element of democracy was involved. A

MILLION PEOPLE CAN'T BE WRONG!!

Yes, yes they can, as every elected dictatorship in history will attest. Anyway, The Libs and

Wolf Alice go head to head for Best British Band, Best Live Band, Best Track, Best Music Video

and Best Fan Community while Wolf Alice have been nominated for Best Album and the

Libertines Music Moment of the Year (Glastonbury). Their nearest rivals, in terms of numbers,

are Foals, with four nominations. 

Prime Minister David Cameron has been nominated as Villain of the Year for a sixth year

running, which is, I think we can all agree, an impressive achievement. Almost as impressive

as the idea of an NME reader being able to explain why. He's going up against Twitter-bait

Chancellor George Osbourne, vole Donald Trump, Simon Cowell, Chris Moyles and Kanye West,

who incidentally did not rant at Glasto as was reported. It does seem a bit harsh to throw

Moyles and West into the same boat as a man who hates immigrants (Trump), a man who

hates the poor (Osbourne) and, most pertinently, the anti-christ (Cowell), but there you go. 
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In the Best Festival stakes, Glasto will be up against Reading & Leeds, T in the Park,

Bestival and Isle of Wight.

In non-music related categories, The Walking Dead is up against Peep Show for Best TV Show,

Whiplash will vie with Spectre for Best Film and Metal Gear Solid will probably have a face off

(or game off) with Fallout 4 for best game. There are other nominees, but we reckon those will

be the likely contenders. 

Interestingly, Kanye is also up for Hero of the Year, alongside Adele and everyone's favourite

uncle figure, Jeremy Corbyn. Oh NME, you do know how to get the big ball of controversy

rolling, don't you, you clever clogses? You should be in Ravenclaw.

Here's a video of NME being zeitgeisty in 2010, when they interviewed some fella off The

Inbetweeners. 
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We'll be back soon with a more in-depth rundown of the nominations. Keep your eyes peeled,

your ears clean and your hearts open. 
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LINEUPS NEWS

DJ KOZE AND BEN UFO AMONG ACTS FOR LOST VILLAGE
2016!
Feeling Lost? We're here to help
FRIDAY 4 DEC 2015 11:25

The lost city of Atlantis is one of the world's greatest mysteries. Is it a load of old bollocks, like

Santa, Scientology or Phrenology? Or did it really exist? Fuck knows. 

What does definitely exist is Lost Village, because it's a festival in a not-really-lost location

(between Lincoln and Nottingham). Festival Baby attended the event in 2015 and we had an

absolute whale of a time. The krill was delicious. We're looking forward to 2016, and here are

just a few reasons why: 
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DJ KOZE, MANO LE TOUGH, JOY ORBISON, BEN UFO, BICEP, FLOATING POINTS, JACKMASTER AND
MORE

LIVE
HENRIK SCHWARZ, KINK, AME, FATIMA YAMAHA, CRAZY P SOUNDSYSTEM, SG LEWIS AND MORE

And here are some more reasons why: 

BICEP, JACKMASTER, GERD JANSON, MIND AGAINST, ROBAG WRUHME, SPECIAL REQUEST, GREG
WILSON, THEO KOTTIS, NORMAN JAY MBE, HORSE MEAT DISCO, MARCUS MARR, HUGO MASSIEN,
CRAZY P SOUNDSYSTEM, SG LEWIS, LOYLE CARNER, VANT, CLEAN CUT KID, CASH + DAVID,
SOUTH, FORMATION, LOVE SSEGA, POSTAAL, VIOLA BEACH.

Fuck a duck, that's a good line up announcement.* 

We're particularly looking forward to Loyle Carner, whose debut EP, A Little Late, blew our faces

off this year. Here's why:
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*Do not fuck any of the ducks at Lost Village. There are plenty, and they are lovely, but not in

that way. 
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